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LOW ALLOY STEEL for solid sample spectrometry, combustion and wet-way methods

SPL CM-12C

CERTIFIED VALUES - Mass content in Yowt.

PARTICIPATING LABORATORIES:

ARCELORMITTAL, Ostrava, Czech Republic
DUNAFERR LABOR NONPROFIT, Dunafjv6ros, Hungary
ENVIFORM, Tiinec. Czech Republic
GO STEEL, Fryidek-Mistek, Czech Republic
INSTITUTE FOR CRM (ICRM), Yekaterinburg, Russia

SES INSPEKT, Tlmade. Slovakia
SxOOI AUTO, Mladei Boleslav. Czech Republic
U. S. STEEL KOSICE _ LABORTEST. KoSice. SlovaKia

viTKovICE TESTING CENTER. ostrava. Czech Republic
VOESTALPINE STAHL DONAWITZ. Leoben-Donawitz, Austria
Zia,S, ZA'ar naa S5zavou, Czech Republic

0.00170.0389

Mn 0.275 0.003
:,..r,, t,iiSi,t:i:ii, 3.770 0.150

0.0103 0.0006

0.0110 0.0004

0.175 0.004

0.0020.081

0.046 0.002

0.145 0.005

0.0128 0.00r 1

0.0271 0.00 14

0.0128 0.0004

r:::]]rl::rC0't't' 0.0044 0.0006

0.0030 0.0007

0.0055 0.0010

0.0033 0.0002

0.00050.0066

0.0010 0.0002

0.0056 0.0005
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CM-I2C - ANALYTICAL DATA:
c [,h Si s Ni

c s
o,275 0,0103 !p110 0,175 0,081 0,145

Ti Sn a N

0,02T1 0,0128 0 0044 0,0030 0,0055 0,0033 0 0010

Value - reference value. srr - standard <leviation of intralaboratory means (* - result excluded as outlier),

U - Uncertainty ofthe reference value L = +Ifl ..r,, in the sense ofthe ISO Cuide to the Expression ofthe

Uncertainty ofMeasurement (1993). dependent on the standard deviation ofthe laboratory results.

s cuc. Ni al Mo

V Ti Co As Sn B Nb ,Ca, N



Certified lully compliant with the ISO Guide 35 definition ol Reference Material - n'ith the
characterization for determining the propefiy values and their associated turcertainties.

Intended lor calibration. matrix-match verificatior.r and statistical process control ollow alloy
steel spectrometric analysis f-rom a plane olsolid sample. They may not substitute CRM in
a statement of metrological traceability. method validation. A single analysis area ol at
least 4 mm in diameter defines the minimum sample intake. They may be used lor
combustion and wet-way methods too.

Manufactured by casting to a special ingot with discarding of the parts, which have been
suspected inhomogenous and the rest has been machined to the samples of the ultimate
size.

Supplied as discs 37 mm in diameter and 25 mm of standard height.

Homogeneity (random and trend, within- and between- samples) was tested by various
analyical techniques ol adequate repeatability. Its uncefiainty contribution, when
statistically significant, was combined to the ultimate uncerlainty statement. The RM are

stable by a nature of material.

Characterised by inter-laboratory study of the expert laboratories listed below by
spectrometic methods and altemative methods (combustion, thermoevolution, wet-way)
standard methods, with measurements metrological traceabled to adequate CRMs.

Uncertainty is expressed as a + half width interval combined from the standard unce(ainty,
expanded by the coverage factor k:2 (corresponding to 957o level of confidence). It does

not excced 1.5 multiple olthe tl,pical unccfiainty olthe matching CRM.

Non-certified values in regular without the uncertainty statement do not meet the

requirements for certification and are intended for the matrix information.

User instruction: the surface of the specimens and RM should be prepared in a similar
manner in accordance with manufacturer's instructions ol spectrometers. It is

recommended to storage olRM in dry and non-corosive conditions.

Produced by: SPL-LABMAT s.r.o

Responsible person: Martin Bogumsky

Issued in Bohumin in August 2019
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Certified values in Yo nlm, tabulated below in bold, are robust means ol a minimum five
accepted laboratory means. They are rounded to the same digit as their uncefiainty
statement.


